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250 YEARS OF RAMEAU
Jean-Philippe Rameau died
250 years ago, in 1764. He was
a contemporary of Bach and
Handel and every bit as great
as these two.

From his early years as organist a
few Grands Motets survive of which In
Convertendo is arguably the most accomplished,
anticipating the operatic works Rameau was
to compose later. In 1722 he settled in Paris
where his second and third collection of Pièces
de clavecin appeared. With his earlier Traité
de l’harmonie réduite à ses principes naturelles
he had already profiled himself as a scientist,
but for any musician who wished to count for
anything in Paris, Rameau had to have success
with an opera. He made his debut at the
Académie Royale with Hippolyte et Aricie in
1733.
The opera was a success although it divided
the audience into traditionalist supporters of
Lully and admirers of the more modern style
of Rameau. It caused the famous composer
Campra to say: “In this opera there is enough
music for ten operas.”
Two years later, in 1735, Rameau premiered
his most successful Opéra-ballet Les Indes
Galantes which received an unprecedented
200 per-formances during his lifetime. Some
20 more stage works were to follow including
at least eight masterpieces which put Rameau
among the greatest opera composers of all
time.
Between 1752 and 1754 Rameau devoted
the greater part of his energy to the Guerre
des Buffons. As the leading French composer
and representative of the French musical
tradition he was the target of frequent attacks,
in particular from Jean-Jacques Rousseau who
disliked him intensely. This was the writer’s
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revenge on the composer for having expressed
his opinion on Rousseau’s own compositions.
In those pre-revolutionary times people were
receptive to all that seemed simple; they
preferred to see normal human beings on
stage rather than Gods or nobility. It was for
this reason that the Italian Buffo-art was so
successful. He replied to these charges with his
third and final creative period which began in
1760. Les Paladins was a comédie-ballet that
adapted important elements of the Italian style.
Les Paladins parodied itself, it mingled
accepted musical forms and also brought an
androgynous character onto the stage in the
person of the fairy Manto.
Rameau’s final opera Les Boréades was a
tragédie-lyrique that many consider to be his
best opera. It was in rehearsal when Rameau
died aged almost 81. Its performance was
cancelled; it was totally forgotten and only
rediscovered in our time.
We must ask ourselves why Rameau’s
works with the exception of Les Indes Galantes
were forgotten so quickly and so completely,
though we should also remember that both
Bach and Handel suffered similar fates. Bach
was returned to the repertory thanks to
Mendelssohn’s initiatives in 1829, whilst Handel
held his place in the repertory thanks to his
Messiah, but a major rediscovery of his operas
would not take place until the 1980s. Rameau
was succeeded in Paris by Gluck, the French
Revolution was to erupt shortly afterwards
and would dramatically alter the expression
of all the arts. But even Gluck fell almost into
oblivion, both were too much considered
representatives of the Ancien Régime.
A true child of the enlightenment, Rameau
combined rational thinking with the greatest
sensitivity and perception. It is because of
this that he was able to say “true music is
the language of the heart.” At the same time
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he was attempting to reduce harmony to a
natural and inevitable principle and to elicit the
secret of music from the harmonic series. His
theoretical works are still of great importance
for the study of harmony as well as for today’s
equally tempered twelve-tone systems. “No
composer”, says conductor John Eliot Gardiner,
“was able to use the orchestra in such a
virtuoso manner as Rameau”.
It was also Rameau and not Webern who
invented the first Klangfarbenmelodie. Diderot
transformed him into a literary monument in
his satirical novel Le neveu de Rameau.
Today we begin to rediscover Rameau’s
music with its wealth of melody and harmony,
faster pace than Handel and astonishingly close
to our sensitivities. The Rameau renaissance is
in full swing with seven of his operas, already
recorded for television.

HIPPOLYTE ET ARiCiE

Tragedy lyrique in five acts with a prologue
(1733)
Tragedy lyrique in five acts with prologue
with the libretto by Pellegrin based on
Euripides and Racine, but with a happy ending.
The figure of Theseus is upgraded
enough “for Rameau to make him the most
monumental figure in all his theatre”. This
opera also contains the famous second trio of
the Fates which turns into a vivid tone painting
of the horrors in stock for Theseus.

“… a glorious Baroque confection!“
The Wall Street Journal

directed by Olivier Simonnet
produced by Telmondis running time

180’ Shot in HD with 5.1 surround
sound
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HiPPOLYTE ET ARiCiE
Opéra National de Paris
Orchestra and Chorus of Le Concert
d’Astrée
Musical Director Emmanuelle Haïm
Stage Director Ivan Alexandre
Set Designer Antoine Fontaine
Costume Designer Jean-Daniel
Vuillermoz
Lighting Hervé Gary
Choreography Nathalie Van Parys
cast

Phèdre Sarah Connolly
Aricie Anne Catherine Gillete
Diane Andrea Hill
Hippolyte Topi Lehtipuu
Thésée Stéphane Degout
180’

LES iNDES GALANTES

Opéra-ballet in Four Acts and a Prologue (1735)
In Les Indes Galantes the theme chosen is
‘Love in Faraway Lands’ with the four countries
evoked being Turkey, Peru, Persia and America.
Each entrée or act emphasizes the particular
exoticism of the country concerned and ends
in a divertissement where orchestra and
chorus reach a crescendo. But the subjects of
the entrées are not necessarily light and gay:
The Incas is a short intense drama in often
somber tones which is undeniably the high
point of the work.

directed by Thomas Grimm produced
by LGM running time 180’

Shot in 16:9 Digi Beta

WINNER OF the Midem Classical
Award 2006 in the Category DVD Opera
and Ballet
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LES iNDES GALANTES
Opéra National de Paris
Orchestra and Chorus of
Les Arts Florissants
Musical Director William Christie
Stage Director Andrei Serban
Sets & Costumes Marina Draghici
Lighting Designer Robert Wierzel
Choreographer Bianca Li
Dramaturge Niky Wolcz
PROLOGUE

Hébé Danielle de Niese
Bellone João Fernandes
L'Amour Valérie Gabail
Hippolyte Topi Lehtipuu
Thésée Stéphane Degout
1st Act LE TURC GÉNÉREUX

Osman Nicolas Cavallier
Emilie Anna-Maria Panzarella
Valère Paul Agnew
2nd Act LES INCAS DU PÉROU

Huascar Nathan Berg
Phani Jaël Azzaretti
Don Carlos François Piolino
3rd Act LES FLEURS, FÊTE PERSANE

Tacmas Richard Croft
Ali Nathan Berg
Zaïre Gaële Le Roi
Fatime Malin Hartelius
4th Act LES SAUVAGES

Adario Nicolas Rivenq
Damon Christoph Strehl
Don Alvar Christophe Fel
Zima Patricia Petibon

In order to give viewers more of an insight
into this wonderful stage production we have
produced the Introductory Documentary

THE SWINGING RAMEAU

with contributions from William Christie and
the cast as well as relevant clips from the
performance.

directed by Reiner E. Moritz
produced by LGM
running time 59’

“The production, designs and choreography
are an absolute joy … most magnificent
the dance of the pipe of peace: led by
Patricia Petibon and Nicolas Revenq ... foottappingly memorable.”
Richard Lawrence,The Gramophone

“… all the singers are masters of the
Rameau sound-world and of delicious
vocal decoration … If it is Christie’s
ambition to convert all opera-lovers to
Baroque music through lively, accessible
productions and sparkling, then
he succeeds without a doubt with this
superb performance.”
Daniel Somerville, Opera

“… you could not want a livelier or more
entertaining realization of Rameau’s
frivolous if endearing extravaganza than
this … Cirque du Soleil spin on French
Baroque stage conventions … great,
exuberant fun with moments of high
drama punctuating ... superbly sung by the
singers, dancers, acrobats and Christie’s Les
Arts Florissants period ensemble.”
John van Rhein, Chicago Tribune

180’
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CASTOR ET POLLUX

Tragédie lyrique in Five Acts and a Prologue
(1737)
Arguably Rameau’s finest creation in the
tragédie lyrique style. The libretto is based on
mythology and focuses on the unusual theme
of self-sacrificing love between Castor, who
is mortal, and his immortal brother, Pollux.
The strikingly luminous sets, depict a stylized
version of the constellation and give this
production a wonderful 21st century Baroque
look. The dances are choreographed by Amir
Hosseinpour.

directed by Misjel Vermeiren
produced by NTR, DNO
running time 122’ Shot in HD with

Surround Sound

WINNER OF Classic FM (January 2009)
& the Gramophone DVD of the Month
(February 2009)

“To turn almost three hours of obscure
French baroque opera into a popular
hit is the kind of stunt at which the
Netherlands Opera excels … All the singers
are beautiful and polished … Veronique
Gens as Phébé manages to rise beyond form
and truly breathe life into her character’s
phrases. Gens’ performance is radiant and
burnished, full of subtlety and character.”
Bloomberg.com
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CASTOR ET POLLUX

Dutch National Opera
Musical Director Christophe Rousset
Stage Director Pierre Audi
Sets & Costumes Patrick Kinmonth
Lighting Jean Kalman
Choreography Amir Hosseinpour
Orchestra of Les Talens Lyriques
Chorus of De Nederlandse Opera
Chorus Master Martin Wright
cast

Télaire Anna Maria Panzarella
Phébé Véronique Gens
Cléone, Suivante d'Hébé Judith van
Wanrooy
Castor Finnur Bjarnasson
Pollux Henk Neven
Jupiter Nicholas Testé
Le Grand Prête Thomas Oliemans
Spartiate I, Mercure Anders J. Dahlin
122’

PLATÉE

Opéra-ballet in Three Acts and a Prologue
(1745)
Written for the marriage of the Dauphin
and the Spanish Infanta in 1745, Platée was
a minor revolution when first performed.
Apart from the fact that an old nymph played
by a man was mocked in front of a young
bride ‘somewhat spoiled’ by nature, this was
also the first time a purely burlesque work
had been seen. Unlike Italian opera, French

opera frowned upon the mixing of styles
characteristic of Baroque works.

directed by Don Kent
produced by LGM running time

Shot in 16:9 Digi Beta

151’

WINNER OF the Classical Internet
Award in the Category DVD by
Classictoday.com
NOMINATED FOR the Midem Classical
Award 2005 in the Category DVD Opera
Ballet and the Choc of the Year by ‘Le
Monde de la Musique’

PLATÉE

Opéra National de Paris
Musical Director Marc Minkowski
Stage Director Laurent Pelly
Sets Designer Chantel Thomas
Lighting Designer Joël Adam
Choreography Laura Adam
L'Orchestre et les Chæurs des Musiciens
du Lourve-Grenoble
cast

Platée Paul Agnew
La Folie, Thalie Mireille Delunsch
Thepsis, Mercure Yann Beuron
Jupiter Vincent Le Texier
Junon Doris Lamprecht
Cithéron, un Satyre Laurent Naouri
151’
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Introductory Documentary

DISCOVER OPERA: PLATÉE
directed by Don Kent
produced by LGM for ARTE
running time 59’

“This Platée is a pure joy from start to
splashing finish … here everything works
together to produce a close-to-perfect
performance ... the cast and the frog chorus
is uniformly excellent … and Paul Agnew’s
final jump in the pond is surely not
farewell but only au revoir!”
Judy Fayard,The Wall Street Journal Europe

“Rameau is so tuneful, it is music of
incredible sincerity, and I think it touches
directly peoples’ hearts” Paul Agnew

ZOROASTRE

Tragédie lyrique in Five Acts (1749)
The story of Zoroaster (Zarathustra),
founder of the Persian religion, tells of the
ruthless battle between dark and light, good
and evil – a conflict which also takes place
within ourselves. Sometimes the triumph of
”the Good” has just as dismal consequences as
that of ”the Evil”, and in Zoroastre no solution
is given to this problem. Moreover, the fury
and desperation of the losers is altogether too
frightening and the winners’ disciplined triumph
ritual all too rigorous. And so the opera is at
least as topical now as in Rameau’s days.

directed by Olivier Simonnet
produced by Camera Lucida & SVT
Fiktion running time 140’ Shot in HD

with 5.1 Surround Sound

SPECIAL MENTION in the Quarterly
List of ‘Preis der deutschen
Schallplattenkritik, Bestenliste Januar
2006’
February - March 2014
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ZOROASTRE

Drottningholms Slottsteaters
Musical Director Christophe Rousset
Orchestra and Chorus of Drottningholm
Theatre in collaboration with Les Talens
Lyrique
Producer Pierre Audi
Choreographer Amir Hosseinpour
Lighting Designer Peter van Praet
cast

Zoroastre Anders Dahlin
Amélite Sine Sundgaard
Érinice Anna Maria Panzarella
Céphie Ditte Andersen
Abramane Evgueniy Alexiev
Oromasès, Ariman Gérard Théruel
Zopire, La Vengeance Lars Arvidson

Introductory Documentary

DISCOVER OPERA: ZOROASTRE
directed by Olivier Simonnet
produced by Camera Lucida for ARTE
running time 60’

“The music is spectacular. It will be very
surprising for an audience of today. I think
they expect something more static, and it’s
never static. It’s always in change, and it
surprises you.”
Christophe Rousset (Musical Director)

151’

“… an extraordinary opera by Jean-Philippe
Rameau … one felt oneself trapped in a
beam of harmonious vibrations. The sound
has presence, energy, grain …One’s ears were
filled: Rameau played like this is an orgy of
sound.” Le Monde

LES PALADiNS

LES PALADiNS

Théâtre du Châtelet
Musical Director William Christie
Orchestra and Chorus of Les Arts
Florissants
Chorus Master François Bazola
Stage Director/Video Producer
José Montalvo
Choreographer José Montalvo &
Dominique Hervieu
cast

Atis Topi Lehtipuu
Argie Stephanie d'Oustrac
Nérine Sandrine Piau
Manto François Piolino
Orcan Laurent Naouri
Anselme René Schirrer
Un Paladin Emiliano Gonzalez-Toro
135’

Comédie lyrique in Three Acts (1760)
When Les Paladins was premièred at the
l’Académie Royale in 1760 it was, by Rameau’s
standards, a flop. The story based on a fable
by La Fontaine which took its material from
L’Arioste is more or less the same story as the
Barber of Seville, but transposed to Venice in
the Middle Ages.
Rameau produced brilliant music and in
the vein of Platée went all out for parody and
spoof. This is why the audience of the time did
not know what to make of the work, which
was considered neither one thing nor the
other.

directed by François Roussillon
produced by Théâtre du Châtalet
running time 135’ Shot in 16:9 Digi

Beta
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WINNER OF the CZECH CRYSTAL
at Golden Prague 2005 for ‘Best Live
Recording of Concerts or Performances
(Opera,Operetta, Ballet)’
The stage production of ‘Les Paladins’
has been nominted for ‘The Olivier
Award 2005’ and for ‘Les Victoires de la
musique classique 2006’
Introductory Documentary

BAROQUE THAT ROCKS
directed by Reiner E. Moritz
produced by LGM
running time 59’
SPECIAL MENTION in the Quarterly
List of ‘Preis der deutschen
Schallplattenkritik, Bestenliste Januar
2006’

“... the overall effect is like eating a box
of chocolates someone has laced with
hallucinogens. It’s a fantastic, elegant, high
energy production.’”
Peter Culshaw, Daily Telegraph

“… this is as intense and physical a
realisation of the moral value of pure
delight as you will ever see and hear.’”
Robert Thicknesse,The Times

“… as one witty image gives way to the next,
energy and imagination never falter, with

the live performers and their computer
generated doubles interacting in ever more
intricate liaisons. …a real treat.”

Andrew Clements,The Guardian

“... with the collusion of William Christie
and a lively young cast, Montalvo
multiplies the stage action with
Computer-generated trompe l’oeil
animation: you can’t tell where the stage
ends and magic-mirage takes off.’”Andrew
Clark, Financial Times

LES BORÉADES

Opéra National de Paris
Musical Director William Christie
Orchestra and Chorus of Les Arts
Florissants
Stage Director Robert Carsen
Sets & Costumes Michael Levine
Lighting Designers Robert Carsen &
Peter van Praet
Choreographer Edpuard Lock
Featuring La La La Human Steps
cast

Alphise Barbara Bonney
Abaris Paul Agnew
Calisis Toby Spence
Borée Laurent Naouri
Borilée Stéphane Degout
Adamas/Apollon Nicolas Rivenq
Sémire Anna Maria Panzarella
Polymnie, une Nymphe Jaël Azzaretti

LES BORÉADES

Tragédie lyrique in Five Acts (1763)
Queen Alphise will not abide by the
tradition and marry somebody she does not
care for. Unprecedented for the times of Louis
XV she rather threatens to abdicate. And one
of the Nymphs surrounding her even has the
audacity to sing about freedom as being the
most important treasure. No wonder that this
masterpiece of Rameau’s disappeared only
to be rediscovered in the 1970s and given its
first true stage performance in 1999 at the
Salzburg Festival.

directed by Thomas Grimm produced
by LGM/Opera national de Paris &
France 3 running time 160’ Shot in

HD with 5.1 Surround Sound

Introductory Documentary

THE TRiUMPH OF LOVE

This introductory film looks at the
background and discusses the opera with
the artists involved such as William Christie,
conductor, and Robert Carson, stage director.
They are joined by the three main singers
Barbara Bonney, Paul Agnew and Laurent
Naouri who take the audience through the
story of the opera as it unfolds.

directed by Reiner E. Moritz
produced by LGM
running time 58’

135’
February - March 2014
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Les Boréades was Rameau’s last work,
never performed until a few decades ago.
Conductor William Christie has become
more French than the French, his presence
guarantees musical success. His singers, too,
are the best -- especially Barbara Bonney
and Paul Agnew … this production makes
it white-clad flower children against
black-corseted meanies, and it works … the
choreography -- taut legs and scarily busy
arms … if you get tired of the trendiness,
you can always turn off the video monitor
and listen to the gorgeous music.”
Dallas Morning News

“The realisation of Les Boréades to the
screen is marvellous … we experience a
spectacle which is logical, understandable
and very beautiful, truly magnificent …
The DVD is remarkable – the 16:9 images
are ofexceptional quality, and the sound is
excellent ...”
Classics Today - France

“William Christie’s account of Rameau’s
Les Boréades boasts some good names:
Barbara Bonney and Toby Spence are a
couple striving to wed, Laurent Naourie is
the power keeping them apart … the entry
from the flies of Apollon … beautifully
played and sung, good in close up … the
floating Deus sings splendidly about
the splendour of having a good time …”
Early Music Today

AN EVENiNG WiTH RAMEAU

In Convertendo is an early masterpiece
of a Motet which has been performed by
William Christie and Les Arts Florissants
in La Cathédrale Saint-Louis des Invalides,
Paris in May 2004. Jeffrey Thompson, Nicolas
Rivenq, Olga Pitarch and Sophie Daneman
are the soloists in this performance which was
recorded by Thomas Grimm (Running Time 25
Minutes).
To complete the programme there are
three chamber music pieces by Rameau,
La Timide, La Poplinière and La Rameau,
performed by members of Les Arts Florissants
and some interesting background material
on the composer in interviews with William
Christie.

directed by Thomas Grimm
produced by LGM
running time 50’
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Documentary

THE REAL RAMEAU

William Christie and Les Arts Florissants
contribute with clips from productions of Les
Indes Galantes, Les Boréades and Les Paladins,
one of his most famous religious works the
Grand Motet In Convertendo and extracts
from typical chamber music by the composer.
Christie therefore is also one of the main
interview partners.
The other interviewee is Sylvie Bouissou,
Editor-in-chief of Rameau’s operas. With her
we examine some of the rare manuscripts
in the Bibliothèque National and fill in the
gaps in his life story. Extracts from Diderot’s

Le neveu de Rameau punctuate the film and
serve as firsthand testimony to how Rameau’s
contemporaries perceived this temperamental
genius.

directed by Reiner E. Moritz
produced by LGM
running time 58’
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Orphée et Eurydice, Alceste
directed by Brian Large
produced by RM Associates
running time 104’ & 134'
Iphigénie en Aulide, Iphigénie en Tauride
directed by Misjel Vermeiren
produced by NTR, DNO
running time 114’ & 115'

IPHIGÉNIE EN AULIDE &
IPHIGÉNIE EN TAURIDE
CHRISTOPH WILLIBALD GLUCK
1714 - 1787

Dutch National Opera
Conductor Marc Minkowski
Director Pierre Audi
Sets Michael Simon
Costumes Anna Eiermann
Orchestra Les Musiciens du Louvre
Chorus Koor van De Nederlandse Opera
TV Director Misjel Vermeiren

A GLUCK CELEBRATiON
In 2014 the musical world celebrates the
300th anniversary of Christophe Willibald
Gluck. Why do we hear about him and none of
his contemporaries, for example the Bach sons,
Favart, Gossec, Reutter, Reichardt and Scheibe,
to name but a few? Because Gluck provides
the link between Baroque opera and the
Vienna of Mozart. Widely travelled, financially
independent and well connected Gluck, under
the influence of J.A. Scheibe, whom he met in
Copenhagen, and working with the librettist
Raniero de Calzabigi, almost singlehandedly
broke up the old opera seria design with its
interminable da capo arias in order to create
a new equilibrium between music and drama.
The first of his operas in the new style, the so
called reform operas, was Orfeo ed Euridice
in 1762, a close collaboration between Gluck,
Calzabigi and the Italian choreographer, dancer
and composer Gaspero Angiolini. Alceste
followed in 1767, not a success at its première
but now considered an absolute masterpiece.
In the preface to the first edition of the
opera Gluck formulated the principles that
guided him in renewing the operatic form. The
influence of the Enlightenment associated with
Diderot, d´Alambert and the Encyclopédie
can be clearly felt. And in Calzabigi, who was
involved in the Paris “Querelle des Bouffons”
and knew Cahusac, we have an interesting
link to J.-P. Rameau who also expressed
similar thoughts. Gluck eventually fell out
with Calzabigi over a libretto the author had
fashioned for him, but instead of setting it to
music he handed it on to his protégé Salieri.
Gluck had to look for other writers and
composed his two Iphigénies for Paris where
he was to have the greatest success of his life
with Iphigénie en Tauride in 1779.

Poorhouse International is in the fortunate
position to distribute both these Iphigénies
in a model staging by Pierre Audi with Marc
Minkowski and his Musiciens du Louvre at
the back of the stage of the Dutch National
Opera. As far as Orfeo and Alceste are
concerned we also handle the two legendary
productions staged be Robert Wilson for the
reopening of the Châtelet Theatre. Enough
material to create a small Gluck Festival on
television.

Iphigénie en Aulide
cast

Diane Salomé Haller
Agamemnon Nicolas Testé
Clytemnestre Anne Sofie von Otter
Iphigénie Véronique Gens
Achille Frédéric Antoun
Patrocle Martijn Cornet
Calchas Christian Helmer
Arcas Laurent Alvaro
114'
Iphigénie en Aulide
cast

Iphigénie Mireille Delunsch
Thoas Laurent Alvaro
Oreste Jean-François Lapointe
Pylade Yann Beuron
Première prêtresse Simone Riksman
Deuxième prêtresse Rosanne van
Sandwijk
Diane Salomé Haller
Un Scythe Harry Teeuwen
115'

ORPHEE ET EURYDiCE

ALCESTE

Orchestre Revolutionaire et Romantique
and the Monteverdi Choir
Conducted by John Eliot Gardiner
Stage Director Robert Wilson

The English Baroque Soloists
and the Monteverdi Choir
Conducted by John Eliot Gardiner
Stage Director Robert Wilson

CHRISTOPH WILLIBALD GLUCK
1714 - 1787

cast

Orphée Magdalena Kožená
Eurydice Madeline Bender
Amour Patricia Petibon
104’

CHRISTOPH WILLIBALD GLUCK
1714 - 1787

cast

Alceste Anne Sofie von Otter
Admète Paul Groves
Grand Prêtre Dietrich Henschel
L’Oracle Frédéric Caton
134’
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rosebud & tico
the Campus of Kent State Massacre in 1970
and the decision to try his luck in France.
At the time almost nobody was interested
in old music, let alone French old music.We
also watch Christie in rehearsal and giving
master-classes during his Jardin des Voix, a biannual course for handpicked young musicians
from all over the world who are interested
in baroque music. The film ends with Christie
admitting “thirty years of happiness” in the
gardens he designed for his country house in
Thiré-Vendée, revealing yet another side to his
fascinating personality.
Reiner E. Moritz

WiLLiAM CHRiSTiE HEAVENLY VOiCES
A PASSiON FOR THE BAROQUE

THE LEGACY OF FARiNELLi

In 2002 I had a meeting with William Christie
at the Café Zimmer in Paris next to the
Châtelet Theatre. My client LGM was offered
to record some Rameau at Salle Garnier and
I was trying to find out from the conductor
whether we could build a strand of Rameau
operas over a period of time. I also was
planning a documentary on Rameau (The
Real Rameau) and needed his collaboration.
It turned out that both of us felt passionately
about this great neglected French composer
and we promised each other to put Rameau
on the musical map as had happened thirty
years earlier with Handel. Ten years on
PHI is offering 8 complete Rameau operas,
four of which were conducted by William
Christie, while in 2002 there were none. Our
collaboration continued with a documentary
entitled Les Art Flo or Bill’s Band to celebrate
the 30th anniversary of Les Art Florissants in
2009. I am happy to also distribute Rosebud’s
profile of the conductor which was recently
produced for Empreintes on FR5. A Passion
for the Baroque retraces William Christie’s
career from its beginnings in Buffalo, NY,
where he was born into a musical household,
to his discovery of Couperin’s Les leçons des
tenèbres, lessons with Ralph Kirkpatrick, the
fascination of the cembalo sound, the shock of

We tell the story of how the castrati came
about, largely through Pope Sixtus V banning
all women singers from stages in the Vatican
State, and how the most gifted amongst them
rose to international stardom throughout
Europe. Their performances moved audiences
for more than two hundred years, most well
known composers created heroic roles for
high voices and one English lady in Hogarth’s
Rake’s Progress sighed even: “One God and
one Farinelli”. Max Emanuel Cencic and
Philippe Jaroussky, two of today’s singing stars,
take us back in time and talk about operatic
entertainment in the Baroque age. This will
be illustrated by paintings and prints from
the time as well as major performances. We
see David Daniels in Handel’s Rinaldo, Jochen
Kowalsky in Gluck’s Orpheus, Cencic and
Jaroussky in Conti’s Quando veggo l’usignolo,
Landi’s Sant’ Alessio and Ciaccona del Paradiso,
while Marco Gambino shares some interesting
anecdotes about the most famous castrati
and their importance as a phenomenon of
the seventeenth and eighteenth century with
us. Ernesto Tomasi tells us how the voice
is the means of expression of one’s soul.
Internationally renowned speech therapist
Franco Fussi and psychologist Laura Pigozzi
explain, what our voices reveal about our

directed by Alessandro Scillitani
produced by TICO film
running time 52’ Shot in HD
personality. We visit Handel House London
and the programme ends with a formidable
assembly of Cencic, Jaroussky, Fagioili, Minenko,
Barna-Sabadus and Behle under the direction
of Diego Fasolis recording Artaserse by
Leonardo Vinci, written 300 years ago for the
most famous of castrati of the time.

directed by Pricilla Pizzato & Adrien
Soland produced by Rosebud
running time 52’ Shot in HD
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yle

DiE TOTE STADT
directed by Hannu Kamppila
produced by YLE
running time 150’

Erich Wolfgang Korngold was born in 1897
and received his first music theory lessons
at the age of six. Very soon he came to the
attention of Richard Strauss and Giacomo
Puccini while Gustav Mahler recommended
Zemlinsky as music teacher. In 1910 his balletpantomime Der Schneemann premièred at the
Vienna Court Opera under the baton of Franz
Schalk. The work was widely discussed and
some critics did not believe it to be the work
of a fourteen year old. In 1916 Korngold had
another great success with his one-act operas
Violante and Der Ring des Polykrates under the
direction of Bruno Walter. In 1920 his opera
Die tote Stadt was given its first performance
simultaneously in Cologne (conductor
Otto Klemperer) and Hamburg. Further
performances followed on many European
stages. Korngold enjoyed some more operatic
successes before he followed an invitation
by Max Reinhardt to arrange Mendelssohn’s
music for the Warner Brothers production of
A Midsummer Night’s Dream. When arriving
in the US in 1934 he was asked by the press
what he thought of Hitler and answered: “I
think Mendelssohn will survive Hitler”. Most
likely his Hollywood connections saved his life.
He became a highly regarded composer of film
music with Oscars for Anthony Adverse
and The Adventures of Robin Hood. When
Korngold returned to Europe after the war he
was out of fashion - another career destroyed
by the Nazis. We only slowly re-discover his
operas, his orchestral and chamber music.
Kasper Holten, who staged Die tote Stadt
for the Finnish National Opera, has been
Director of Opera for the Royal Opera House
in London since 2011. He is an acclaimed
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director for opera and theatre with more
than 65 productions to his credit including the
award-winning Ring cycle for the Royal Danish
Opera. In 2010 he adapted Don Giovanni for
the cinema and his film Juan was released
worldwide.
In his staging of Die tote Stadt Kasper
Holten clarifies a number of grey areas in the
plot. By casting Marie, Paul’s deceased wife,

as a mute character on stage throughout, he
provides a reason for Paul’s erratic behaviour
and even Marietta’s, who resembles Marie and
has become Paul’s new mistress. The cast is led
by the German tenor Klaus Florian Vogt and
the Finnish Camilla Nylund who has been living
in Germany long enough to master the original
language of the score.

DiE TOTE STADT

ERICH WOLFGANG KORNDOLD

Finnish State Opera
The Finnish National Opera Chorus
Children’s Chorus & Orchestra
Conducted by Mikko Franck
Stage Director Kasper Holten
Set Design Es Devlin
Costumes Katrina Lindsay
cast

Paul Klaus Florian Vogt,
Marietta Camilla Nylund
Frank/Fritz Markus Eiche
Brigitta Sari Nordqvist
Marie Kirsti Valve
Juliette Kaisa Ranta
Lucienne Melis Jaatinen
Victorin Per-Håkan Precht
Count Albert Juha Riihimäki
Gaston Antti Nieminen
photos © Stefan Bremer

150’
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CONCERTS FOR TELEViSiON
LGM continues its
PAAVO JARVi AND ORCHESTRE
DE PARiS - A RUSSiAN NIGHT
privileged relationship
Mikhail Glinka, Overture to Ruslan and Ludmilla
with the Orchestre de
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky, Concerto no. 1 in B-flat
23 (soloist Yefim Bronfman)
Paris and has added some op.
Sergey Prokofiev, Sonata no. 7 op. 83, 3rd
movement “Precipitato”, encore
programmes with the
Scarlatti, Sonata in C minor K11,
Orchestre national de Lyon Domenico
L.352, encore
Sergey Prokofiev, Symphony no. 5 op. 100
to its repertoire.
Kristjan Järvi surprises again with
programming completely off the beaten track
while Bertrand de Billy and Leonard Slatkin
offer works which are not too often heard
in concert. PHI is particularly happy about
a wonderful evening with chamber music
assembled by Menahim Pressler, one of the
founding members of the Beaux Arts Trio, to
celebrate his 90th birthday, which features
amongst others the highly acclaimed Quatuor
Ebène.

Leonard Slatkin, 7 time Grammy winner and
Music director of the Orchestre national de
Lyon, took his orchestra very successfully on
tour in China during December 2013. He
offers the following two programmes:

KRiSTJAN JARVi AND THE
ORCHESTRE DE PARiS WiTH A
SALUTE TO BRAZiL

LEONARD SLATKIN AND
ORCHESTRE NATIONAL DE
LYON

Kristjan Järvi, Music Director of the MDR
Leipzig Radio Symphony Orchestra and
Founder and Music Director of the Absolute
Ensemble, Yamandu Costa and Alessandro
“Bebé” Kramer offer the following programme:
Arturo Marquez, Danzón no. 2
Paulo Aragão, Concerto Nazareth for 7 stringed
guitar and orchestra
Yamandu Costa, Passeios, Suite for 7 stringed
guitar, accordion and orchestra
Yamandu Costa, Encore Bachbaridade
Pixinguinha, Retratos 1st movement, encore

directed by Vincent Massip
produced by LGM running time

56’
Shot in HD with stereo sound
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directed by Sébastien Glas
produced by LGM running time

92’
Shot in HD with stereo sound

Saint-Saëns, Bacchanal de Samson et Dalila op.
47
Saint-Saëns, Concerto for violin and orchestra op.
61 (soloist Renaud Capuçon)
Massenet, Méditation de Thaïs
Debussy/Caplet, Pagodes, Extrait d´Estampes
Qigang Chen, Extase for bassoon and orchestra
(soloist Jean-Louis Capezzali)
Ravel, La Valse

directed by Vincent Massip
produced by LGM running time

80’
Shot in HD with stereo sound

LEONARD SLATKIN AND
ORCHESTRE NATIONAL DE
LYON

Saint-Saëns, Cyprès et Laurier for organ and
orchestra op. 156 (soloist Vincent Warnier)
Poulenc, Concerto for organ, strings and timpani
Saint-Saëns, Symphony no. 3 in C minor op. 78
with organ

directed by Isabelle Soulard
produced by LGM running time

70’
Shot in HD with stereo sound

BERTRAND DE BILLY AND
ORCHESTRE DE PARIS
Saint-Saëns, Symphony in A major
Schubert, Mass in E flat

directed by Olivier Simonnet
produced by LGM running time

80’
Shot in HD with stereo sound

MENAHiM PRESSLER AND
FRiENDS

Dvorak, Quintet for piano and string quartet
op. 81 (Quatuor Ebène)
Schubert, Four Songs from Die Winterreise
(Christoph Pregardien)
Schubert, The Trout
Schubert, The Trout Quintet D 667 (with
Gabriel le Magadure, Mathieu Herzog, Raphael
Merlin, Benjamin Berlioz)
Debussy, String Quartet top 10, Andante, Encore
Chopin, Nocturne in C-Sharp minor (Menahim
Pressler)

directed by Sébastien Glas
produced by LGM running time

110’
Shot in HD with stereo sound
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Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov having always
been criticized for correcting, finishing and
orchestrating works of his friends Mussorgsky
and Borodin, was a formidable composer in
his own right. His music is influenced by Glinka,
Balakirev, Berlioz and Liszt but owes little to
Wagner. Being an expert in orchestration,
his music combines elements of folklore
and specific Russian colours. He belonged
together with Mussorgsky, Borodin, Balakirev
and Cui to the group of Russian nationalist
composers nicknamed the “Mighty Handful”
and shared a room with Mussorgsky for some
time. In 1872 he was appointed Professor of
Practical Composition and Instrumentation
and Director of the Orchestral Class at the St
Petersburg Conservatory. Amongst his later
pupils were Lyadov, Glazunov, Myaskovsky,
Stravinsky and Prokofiev. On “Bloody Sunday”
January 22nd 1905 he sided with the students
and provoked an exodus of professors from
the Conservatory who all were reinstated
however when the Czar granted more
liberties.
His penultimate finished opera The Legend
of the Invisible City of Kitezh and the Maiden
Fevroniya was premiered at the Mariisnky
Theatre on February 20th 1907, the day of
elections for the first Imperial Duma under the
baton of F.M. Blumenfeld. Based on a libretto
by V.N. Belsky Rimski-Korsakov’s imposing
work is at once a fairytale abounding in fantasy
and a parable about oppression and political
arrogance. The peasant girl Fevroniya’s wish
to make the City of Kitezh invisible, thus
protecting it against attacks by the Tartars is
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THE LEGEND OF THE
iNViSiBLE CiTY OF
KiTEZH AND THE
MAiDEN FEVRONiYA

magically answered. However the girl herself
is taken captive. Ultimately she succeeds in
finding the entrance to Kitezh and the city
turns out to be a true paradise. Fevroniya is
united with Prince Vsevolodovich who fell in
battle. Through leitmotifs and expressive tone
painting the music tells a story which is based
on a pantheistic world view. Spectacular crowd
scenes are contrasted with a deeply personal
treatment of the leading characters that puts
into relief the protagonists. César Cui reacted
to the premiere with “congratulations from
C.A.Cui upon Kitezh, an original and strikingly
homogenous work. Praise onto you!”
It is to the credit of the Dutch National
Opera to have brought in Dimitri Tcherniakov
to stage this work with a wonderful cast.
Following the performances in Amsterdam
this production will be shown at the Paris
Opera, the Barcelona Liceu and La Scala in
Milan.
By the way PHI also distributes RimskyKorsakov’s last finished opera The Golden
Cockerel in a magical production from Théâtre
du Châtelet in Paris.

THE LEGEND OF THE
iNViSiBLE CiTY OF
KiTEZH AND THE
MAiDEN FEVRONiYA

NIKOLAI RIMSKI-KORSAKOV 1844-1908
LIBRETTO BY VLADIMIR N. BELSKY

Netherlands Philharmonic Orchestra
Conducted by Marc Albrecht
Choir Koor van De Nederlanse Opera
Stage Director Dmitri Tcherniakov
Cast
Prince Yuriy Vsovolodich
Vladimir Vaneev
Prince Vsevolod Yuyevich
Maxim Aksenov
Fevroniya Svetlana Ignatovich
Grishka Kuterma John Daszak
Fyodor Poyarok Alexey Markov
Page Kaisa Ranta
Page Mayram Sokolova
Burunday Vladimir Ognovenko
Bedyay Ante Jerkunica
187’
directed by Misjel Vermeiren
produced by NTR & De Nederlandse
Opera running time 300’ Shot in HD

with 5.1 Surround Sound
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AN AFRiCAN SACRE
Georges Momboye was born into the
family of a chief at Kouibly, Ivory Coast. He
grew up with traditional and ceremonial
dances and was teaching African dance in
Abidjan by the age of thirteen. He joined
the National Ballet of the Ivory Coast and
acquainted himself with contempory dance
and jazz dance. A visit to New York brought
him into close contact with Alvin Ailey. On the
occasion of a conference at the Houphouet
Boigny Foundation he was commissioned his
first ballet The Peace by UNESCO for which
he put 50 dancers on a stage.
He later moved to Paris where he founded
in 1992 his Georges Momboye Dance
Company with which he has extensively
toured in Europe and Latin America. Other
influences on his work are Brigitte Matenzi,
Rick Odums and Gisèle Houri. Some of his
widely known work includes Afrika! Afrika! with
André Heller, dances for a stage production of

Kodaly´s Harry Janos and opening ceremonies
for various festivals in Africa.
His version of Stravinsky´s Sacre du
printemps was first created for the Bienale
national de danse du Val-de-Marne. It
beautifully fuses African traditional dance
elements and European ballet, Russian
primitivism and body language of Africa.

Il fait l´effet d´une
bombe au sein de ses
danseurs
Le Monde

directed by Bénédicte Buffière
produced by LGM running time 45’

Shot in HD with surround sound
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LES
NUiTS
BY ANGELiN PRELJOCAJ
Preljocaj´s new ballet Les Nuits had been
commissioned by Marseille, Cultural Capital
of Europe in 2013, and the Los Angeles
Music Center. Steamy.Slinky.Sexy is what
Dance Magazine had to say about the new
piece which is one of the rare full length
ballets to come into the repertoire, already
touring the world. Wrapped up in his typical
choreographic language - a mixture of classical
and contemporary movements infused with
intense physicality and emotion - Preljocaj uses
the famous collection of tales which saved a
princess her head to explore the magic world
of the orient, its sensuality and eroticism. All
twelve women on stage incorporate aspects of
Sheherazade while the six men demonstrate
various aspects of macho behaviour. The
ballet opens with a Turkish bath-like tableau
which reminds us of Ingres' famous painting
Grand Odalisque to an ambient sound track
created by Natasha Atlas and Samy Bishai.
The Belgian born Atlas, once celebrated for
mixing beats into Arabic pop teamed up with
her current partner, Egyptian born violinist,
pianist and programmer Samy Bishai to create
a thoroughly atmospheric track. Her reworking
of the James Brown classic It´s a Man’s World
is an absolute highlight. The alluring costumes
have been created by couturier Azzedine Alaïa.

Foisonnant, envoûtant, euphorisant.
Les danseurs sont follement sexy, les
danseuses irrésistibles. Paris Match
The result is an atmospheric varied
set that constantly switches direction.
The Guardian about the soundtrack released on
CD

LES NUiTS

Recorded at Théatre National Chaillot
Choreography Angelin Preljocaj
Music Natacha Atlas & Samy Bishai, 79D
Costumes Azzedine Alaïa
Dancers
Gaëlle Chappaz, Natacha Grimaud,
Émilie Lalande, Céline Marié,
Wilma Puentes Linares, Aude Miyagi,
Nagisa Shirai
90’
directed by Bénédicte Buffière
produced by LGM running time 90’

Shot in HD with surround sound
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photos © Ballet du Capitole

LE CORSAiRE

When former étoile of the Paris Opera
Ballet, Kader Belarbi, was appointed Director of
Dance at the Toulouse Théâtre du Capitole, the
ballet world expected great things from him,
and Belarbi did not disappoint. His new version
of Le Corsaire was highly acclaimed as one of
the few successful full-length ballets in recent
times. The story is based on Lord Byron’s
The Corsair and was first choreographed by
ballet master Joseph Mazilier to music by
Adolphe Adam. The première took place on
January 23rd, 1856, at the Académie Royale
de Musique in Paris. Russian stagings by Jules
Perrot and Marius Petipa were to follow from
1858 on. Petipa’s latest version dated from
1899 with music already added by R. Drigo,
Minkus, C. Pugni and others. Today Le Corsaire
is mostly performed in two different versions.
In Russia and some eastern European
countries a production derived from Pyotr
Gusev’s revival of 1955 prevails. In parts
of Europe and particularly North America
productions are mainly based on Konstantin
Sergeyev’s revival for the Kirov Ballet in 1973
and the Bolshoi in 1992. The famous pas de
deux caused a sensation when performed by
Alla Sizova and Yuri Soloviev during the Kirov’s
first US season in 1961. It has become the
most iconic and most performed excerpt from
any ballet.
For Kader Belarbi’s new version the
choreographer straightened out some of the
rather contorted story line. Here Gulnare is
the favourite of the Pasha, and she pulls the
strings to get rid of Medora, newly acquired
for the harem and posing a threat to Gulnare’s
position. When Conrad, the Corsaire, tries to
rescue Medora, Gulnare alerts the Pasha who
is deeply disappointed by Medora’s betrayal
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and captures the Corsaire in a stunning
pas de deux fight. Later Gulnare allows the
Corsaire and her rival Medora to flee. The
pirates reunited rejoice and celebrate with
wonderful dances including the famous pas de
deux, here to music by Adam, re-orchestrated
by Coleman. Finally the Pasha and his guards
arrive, the Pasha kills the Corsair´s companion
Birbanto and the lovers are left to perish at
sea, in eternal union.
Kader Belarbi dropped some of
the additional music and replaced it by
compositions ranging from Arensky, Coleman
- who also conducts the present performance
- Lalo, Massenet and Sibelius.
Sets and costumes are of simple elegance
with a decidedly oriental flair. This is also good
programming in commemoration of Byron,
whose Corsair was first published in 1814.

A miracle in two acts…
poetry of motion and
emotion Le Figaro
A marvelous distillation
of collaborative artistic
ideas Auditorium
LE CORSAiRE

BASED ON THE POEM BY
LORD BYRON “THE CORSAIR” 1814

Théâtre du Capitole de Toulouse
Music Adolphe Adam, Anton Arensky,
David Coleman, Edouard Lalo, Jules Massenet, Jean Sibelius
Sets Sylvie Olivé
Costumes Olivier Bériot
Orchestre national du Capitole
Conductor David Coleman
Ballet du Capitole

directed by Luc Riolon produced
by Cinétévé, Théâtre national du
Capitole & Mezzo running time 100’

Cast
La Belle Esclave Maria Gutierrez
Le Corsaire Davit Galstyan
Le Sultan Takafumi Watanabe
La Favorite Juliette Thélin
Le Compère Demian Vargas
Les Deux Esclaves Juliana Bastos,
Julie Loria
Le Riche Marchand Henrik Victorin
Les Deux Janissaires Cédric Pons,
Joël Sitbon
100’
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DANCE ON SCREEN A DiARY
photo © Leslie E. Spatt

Little did I know what I let myself in
for when I accepted the IMZ commission
of making a documentary to celebrate 25
years of Dance Screen to coincide with the
San Francisco Festival. After the wonderful
experience with Music in the Air I thought this
one would be a little bit easier. John Kelleher
of Warner Music spontaneously offered clips
right after the IMZ January Board in Cannes
when the final decision was taken. Having
produced ballets with almost all the usual
suspects I thought the rest would be very
straight forward and relatively simple. Antoine
Perset and Denis Morlière of Telmondis agreed
to let me have any clips I might need and
were also willing to provide an ENG crew for
interviews if necessary. But many other IMZ
members and institutions could not or would
not make sense of a film commissioned by the
IMZ and designed to be used as a fund raiser
for the International Music Centre. My first
idea was to use the two Sacre du Printemps
performances of Gergiev with his Mariinsky
forces in celebration of the 100th anniversary
of the notorious Sacre Premiere at the Théâtre
des Champs Elysées as an opener. This would
have given us a chance to muse on the lack of
moving images from that occasion and then
moving further back. In fact my friend Valery
Gergiev did not only agree but also offered to
be interviewed and with the help of Telmondis
this interview took place the day after the last
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performance in Paris. In the meantime I had
also obtained a go ahead from Sascha Waltz
for her choreography of the Sacre and a nod
from Millecent Hodson and Kenneth Archer
who had tempted the reconstruction of
Nijinsky’s choreography from the few existing
sketches, photos and Marie Rambert’s notes
on her score. Then the SACD, representing
the non existing choreography of Nijinsky
intervened and formally put me on notice
not to show anything of the reconstructed
version. Well, we still open with Sascha Waltz
and just talk about Nijinsky. Going further
back we received wonderful help from the
Cinématèque de la Danse in Paris who
provided material from as early as 1896 while
the Centre de la Danse did not even bother
to react to a courtesy visit I paid them. Some
of the Scandinavian friends dithered and Mats
Ek laconically replied “I will not participate”
while the Norwegians supplied important
clips. However John Neumeier whose Mahler
3 closes the programme was willing to talk
as well as Brigitte Lefèvre, the Director of the
Paris Opera Ballet. Again Telmondis came to
help with a crew. Clips from other sources
started to flow in, from members and non
members of the IMZ, including Matthew
Bourne’s Swan Lake and Edouard Lock’s
Petit musée de Velasquez as well as a Merce
Cunnigham piece from WNET. Then we hit on
a technical problem with Brigitte Kramer, the

producer of Alain Platel’s Passion - Kinshasa
Last Stop. Bernhard Fleischer of Moving Images
organized to interview her at short notice
and we took the badly needed material from
a server and dropped it into the film hours
before going into a dubbing theatre and flying
off with a drive to San Francisco. It was pretty
nerve wracking but everything came together
in the end.
Heike Connnolly in London had organized
the filming with the Ballet Boyz, Matthew
Bourne, Clement Crisp of the FT, Bob
Lockyer and Margaret Williams and made
the transcripts in her spare time. Wolfgang
Bergmann of Arte Germany persuaded the
producers of Wim Wender’s Pina to help and
mobilized the technical department of ZDF.
As I don’t want to give away everything you
are going to see I shall simply thank at this
point everybody who got involved. I hope you
will enjoy what you are seeing. NRK, SBS, SVT
and YLE were kind enough to support it from
the beginning and Arthaus Musik will release it
for Home Video. The English and International
versions are available as of now.
Reiner Moritz

directed by Reiner Moritz
produced by RM Creative for IMZ
running time 58’30" shot in HD
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BENJAMiN BRiTTEN
PEACE & CONFLiCT

Tony Britten’s highly acclaimed Benjamin
Britten - Peace & Conflict was ready in time
for the composer’s centenary celebration
and enjoyed a very good theatrical run in the
UK. Poorhouse International is proud to be
representing this title and has in the meantime
sold it to thirteen countries with more in the
pipeline. Isn’t it characteristic for our time that
the UK professional press gives it rave reviews,
as you can see for yourself, but no British
broadcaster is showing it?
“The director’s difficult work of making living
fiction out of ‘real’ people is convincingly done.
It always feels ‘real’ rather than just a parade of
lookalike marionettes quoting texts.The editing
is tight and pacy and Britten (Tony) achieves a
real sense of climax when he finally allows his
narrator John Hurt - superbly neutral even when
describing contentious issues such as Britten’s
sexuality or the communist - leaning 1930s Left
- to appear on the screen for the final summing
up.”
Gramophone Magazine
“Atmospherically filmed, Britten’s school days are
re-enacted at Gresham’s itself by a fine young
cast, with Alex Lawther as a fey yet intensive
Britten. John Hurt’s narrative binds the film’s
elements , including some documentary footage,
several interviews, and performances given by
the interviewees such as Raphael Wallfish and
Iain Burnside.Tony Britten’s film amounts to far
more than the sum of its parts, managing to
avoid the potential pitfalls of such a mix through
scrupulous research and faithfulness to its
material.Truly revelatory.”
Performance: ******
Picture & Sound: *****
BBC Music Magazine
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“Benjamin Britten - Peace and Conflict was
shot mostly at Gresham School, Holt and the
film concentrates on the impact of his school
years and his contemporaries there – many of
them lost in the Second World War, as well as
the spy Donald Maclean.The reconstructions,
filmed on location, and documentary interviews,
are linked by a beautifully read narration by
John Hurt (who appears on screen near the
end).The interviewees include Joseph Horowitz,
Raphael Wallfisch, Anita Lasker Wallfisch, Iain
Burnside, Britten’s agent Sue Phipps, and
Simon Kinder (Head of History at Grehsm’s).
The music examples include works Russian
Funeral (as part of an absorbing discussion of
Britten’s Socialism in the 1930s) and many of
these are played by musicians from Britten’s
old school along with the likes of tenor James
Gilchrist and the all-female Benyounes Quartet
(playing the Second Quartet that was introduced
by the all- female Zorian Quartet). Auden was
also at Gresham’s just before Britten – further
evidence of the school’s position as a cradle of
left-leaning intellectualism.The young Britten is
played by Alex Lawther: on this evidence he is
an exceptional talent, and his portrayal is utterly
credible.This is an engrossing film that deserves
the widest circulation.”
International Record Review

DANCE ON SCREEN

Arthaus Musik has made available clips for
the IMZ documentary Dance on Screen and
releases the homevideo version worldwide.
With the wealth of material on offer it was
easy to make an extended version to fit this
exploitation. As the proceeds go to the IMZ
please encourage your friends to buy a copy.

AVANT PREMiERE SCREENiNG

COLiN DAViS

In April 2013 the great conductor Colin
Davis passed away. One year later it is time
to remember him and what he meant to the
musical world. Our documentary contains the
last interviews he ever gave and a summing
up of his life’s experience. It is part of the LSO
box set to be released on April 7, 2014.

17-18 Margaret Street
London W1W 8RP
telephone/fax: +44 (0)20 7436 8663
email info@poorhouseintl.co.uk

The Avant Première Screening of the
Poorhouse International Showreel is scheduled
for the morning of Monday, February 10th,
2014, at approximately 12:30h
Contact: Dr. Reiner Moritz , Heike Connolly
IMZ Zone and/or Grand Hotel Esplanade:
Tel. +49 (3O) 254 780 or mobile +44 (0)7720
060102 (Heike Connolly)
Showreel:
Cinderella, Peter Grimes, Hooligan and Baritone,
The Cunning Little Vixen, Le Corsaire, Ariane&
Barbe Bleue, Dance on Screen, Die Tote Stadt,
The Legend of the Invisible City of Kitezh and the
Maiden Fevroniya, Roland Petit - The Entertainer
Here is a link to the Poorhouse Avant
Première 2014 Showreel:

https://vimeo.com/86002553

PROGRAMMES NOW READY
FOR DELiVERY

Sidney Korshak -The Fabled Fixer 52’
The Warner Story 52’
Louis Langrée conducts Orchestre de Paris 99’
Paavo Järvi conducts Orchestre de Paris with
Menahim Pressler 66’
Tomas Netopil conducts Orchestre de Paris 103’
Yutaka Sado conducts Orchestre de Paris 111’
Menahim Pressler and Friends 110'
Paavo Jarvi and Orchestre de Paris: A Russian
Night 92'
Leonard Slatkin and Orchestre national de Lyon
with Vincent Warnier 70'
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